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Abstract

The algebra of comparing genome scans within and between studies with distributional-
based divergences is presented together with a mathematical theory for smoothing them. A
small study exemplar shows that standardisation by an inverse of an approximation to, or
an inverse of only large scale, control linkage disequilibrium can be sufficient.
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Introduction: High-dimension low-sample-size whole genome scans (ofp ∼ O[106] ’com-
ponents’ forn ∼ O[102→3] samples) are increasingly being used in the development of drugs
(Roses, 2004). Such SNP data can be expressed in terms of (individualised) class divergences
(Jardine and Sibson, 1971) – natural information-content basis functions (bf) for the compari-
son of individuals or groups in the co-analysis or simultaneous visualisation (i.e. the filtering)
of multiple bio-marker data (Delrieu and Bowman, 2005). Thesebf have simple convenient
closed forms for data from the multi-parameter exponentialfamily of distributions (Delrieu and
Bowman, 2007) and can encompass the response (Bowmanet al., 2006) and covariates (Delrieu
and Bowman, 2007). The simplest divergence is the log-likelihood (log Bayes Factor orlbf ).
Screening by over-completebf projection (i.e. on every data axis and every interaction axis
(Delrieu and Bowman, 2006b) ensures a logical polythetic ’Manhattan grand tour’ of the shape
or manifold of any multidimensional data cloud relevant to the question being asked (Delrieu
and Bowman, 2006a).

Nature is such that so-called ’high-throughput’ biological data, often multi-colinear, is inter-
nally redundant showing permutation-invariant and label-dependent sparsity due to complexity
constraints i.e. there are truly low degrees of freedom in the latent data-generation process
("Raffiniert ist der Herrgott aber boshaft ist er nicht"– Einstein 1921). Given this, despite
indeterminacy (sincep ≫ n) and computational difficulties at largep, eigen analysis of the cor-
relations over the combined dictionaries of such ’component’-wise divergences within a study
(http://taxonomy.delrieu.org) can yield useful phenomenologicallyinsightfulsets of multi-scale
condensed features under a Pareto hypothesis (i.e. a ’hypothesis of effect sparsity’; Pirmo-
hamedet al., 2007). Covariances of divergences can be decomposed similarly, but are scale
dependent and focus on discovering ’significant’ sets of lowdimensional condensedpredictive
features. Subjectively providing a definition for a class (induction) is not the same task as ob-
jectively identifying a member of a class (deduction) (Van Regenmortel 2006). Both abstraction
and diagnosis often show approximate eigenstructure sparsity (spiked eigenvalue scree plots).
Sparsity ensures that classification (say by naive Bayes) performs well – mitigating Bellman’s
(Bellman, 1961) apparent data-space ’curse of dimensionality’ (Clarke et al., 2008) and the
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dangers of noise accumulation at largep (Fan and Fan, 2007). Eigen vectors can be struc-
turally inconsistent for lown, but increasingp can sharpen pre-existing data definition in this
empirical supervised dimensional reduction. Regularisation through adding other compressed
and structuredbf ’components’ such as ontologies (Delrieu and Bowman, 2006a), distances,
paths, manifolds, hierarchies, unlabeled data covariances/correlations, prior beliefs, complexity
measures etc can be done to avoid over-fitting. Dummy variables can be added to exemplify
hypotheses. Condensed feature sets encapsulate genotype and phenotype integration (Pigliucci
and Preston, 2004).

Algebra: The exact biological meaning of whole genome scan algebraic manipulation varies
according to the divergence measure (Delrieu and Bowman, 2007) and profile ’components’
used. However in these transformed co-ordinate systems, simple within study moment-based
summaries of divergences highlight various data features (Table 1). In turn, the subtraction
of these moments also has simple useful interpretations whether between individuals or at the
group level (Table 1). The distribution of between individual pair-wise differences also yields
insights (Figure 1 Top Left, Murtagh 2007). Higher profile moments (such as variance, skew-
ness and kurtosis) are indicators of innovativeness and non-unanimity (or conversely unanim-
ity) – that is they indicate the degree and patterns of controversy of genetic signals within a
profile (or conversely the degree of their consensus). They statistically describe the shape of
polygenicity. Since divergences are a universal appropriate basis (or ’metric’sensu lato) for
comparisons, pooling of phenotypes within a study or pooling of raw data from multiple studies
followed by multi-phenotype dissection is feasible. Pirmohamedet al. (2007) gives an exposi-
tion of a within-study multiple phenotype analysis. Between-study phenotype subtraction using
summary measures of divergences can be similarly made with useful interpretations (Table 2).
Weighted averaging of these ’Table 2’ measures over studiesis analogous to meta-analysis.

Smoothing: Linkage disequilibrium (inherited co-occurrence of markers more than by chance
alone due to selection or founder effects) can be thought of as a nuisance parameter in the
comparison of genetic signals. Signal covariation subsumes both LD and stochastic sampling
effects - so why not take a log Bayes Factor (lbf ) divergence vectorA measuring the association
between markers and a group difference and multiply it by the’inverse’ of the square root of its
covariance matrixB− 1

2 to yield a unit-less LD-adjusted standardisation of thelbf profile? Such
inverse covariance standardisation will re-scale and smooth genetic profiles by removing LD.

Singular value decomposition of the original data encompasses all the information available in
its covariance matrix, hence one can project (display) the case data say in the column space of
just the controls. Since, let the measured features of theith person in a case-control study be:
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wherei denotes the person,p the number of persons,N the number of SNPs,

x̃
(i)
j thelbf for the jth SNP corresponding to person i. Then the measured feature matrix isX̃ =

[

x̃(1)x̃(2)...x̃(p)
]

. p << N and the columns of̃X (aka individuals) are linearly independent (i.e.
rank(X̃)=p). The row mean ofX̃ is µ̃ = 1

p

∑p
j=1 x̃(j). The translated measured feature vectors

arex(i) = x̃(i) − µ̃, i = 1, 2, ...p. Leading to a measured feature matrixX =
[

x(1)x(2)...x(p)
]

.
x ∈ RN . The covariance matrix ofX is S = E[XXT ] estimated herein by1

p−1
XXT . The

square root of S isQh = S1/2 i.e. S = (QhQh). The rank ofX is (p − 1). Matrix S is
positive semidefinite and its column space is the same as the column space ofX. The column
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Phenotype Subject SNPs Summary (overp)

Case 1 α1,1,1 ... ... ... α1,1,p MeasureM1,1, V1,1

Case 2 ... ... ... ... ... MeasureM1,2, V1,2

Case ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Case n α1,n,1 ... ... ... α1,n,p MeasureM1,n, V1,n

E or Var (over n) a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 ... a1,p d1 or d∗
1

Cntl 1 α2,1,1 ... ... ... α2,1,p MeasureM2,1, V2,1

Cntl 2 ... ... ... ... ... MeasureM2,2, V2,2

Cntl ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cntl m α2,m,1 ... ... ... α2,m,p MeasureM2,m, V2,m

E or Var (over m) b2,1 b2,2 b2,3 ... b2,p e1 or e∗1

Overall E or Var (over n+m) c1 c2 c3 ... cp f1 or f ∗
1

Table 1: Example of within-study summaries of divergences for a case-control study.α1,1,1 = divergence value
instantiated for 1st group, 1st subject and 1st SNP ... etc.α1,1,1 is the information the first SNP carried by the
first subject in group 1 has relevant to the comparison posed,and so on.a1,1 (or b2,1) is the expected ’typical’
value (E) or the variability (Var) of information the first SNP carried by group 1 (or 2) has pertinent to the posed
contrast etc. High typicality suggests possible useful features. High variability suggests subject heterogeneity.
(a1,1 − b2,1) is the difference in these between the groups - high typical values indicating important features (cf.
’signals’) or large differences in the within group variability pointing to possible sporadic outlier subjects.c1 is a
suitably scaled total of these moments for the study. The marginal measures M and V as per person profile moment
summaries are explained in Delrieu and Bowman (2005, 2006a), and Pirmohamedet al. (2007).(αi,j,1−αk,l,1) is
the pair-wise difference in divergences for the first SNP between the jth individual of group i and the lth individual
of group k (a j (of group i) to l (of group k) inter-individualdistance, Figure 1). Starred variances (∗) can have
two values (and two interpretations - see // below) depending upon the order of calculation - ’over p then over n
(or m or n+m)’ versus ’over n (or m or n+m) then over p’. Summaries d and e represent group typical profiles
and their variability. High typicalities suggest an informative study. Low variabilities indicate a large number of
relevant SNPs (or uniform typical profiles // homogeneous profiles); high variabilities indicate a small number
of relevant SNPs (or ’spiky’ typical profiles // heterogenous profiles). (d-e) is the difference in group profiles
or variabilities. A large typical difference suggest a highly informative study for the question posed. A large
difference in variability points to sporadic outlier subjects or possible unequal ’component’ covariance structure
between the groups. Suitably scaled f characterises the overall study profile (discriminativesizeof the study) and
its variability .
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Phenotype Subject SNPs Summary (overp or q)

Case X E or Var (over n) a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 ... a1,p d1 or d∗
1

Cntl X E or Var (over m) b2,1 b2,2 b2,3 ... b2,p e1 or e∗1
Overall X E or Var (over n+m) c1 c2 c3 ... cp f1 or f ∗

1

Case Y E or Var (over k) A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A1,q D1 or D∗
1

Cntl Y E or Var (over l) B2,1 B2,2 B2,3 B2,q E1 or E∗
1

Overall Y E or Var (over k+l) C1 C2 C3 Cq F1 or F ∗
1

Table 2:Between study summaries of divergences (Phenotype X and Phenotype Y,p > q in this example). Starred
variances (∗) can have two values depending upon order of calculation (see Table 1). (A1,1 − a1,1) and so on,
indicates any differences in typicality or variability between the case populations of phenotypes Y and X (adjusted
for the control genetic basis of each study) subject to any systematic genetic offset between the control populations
for the first SNP. The latter would allow say, the discovery ofpre-disposing genes for ocular SJS in Japanese (Ueta
et al., 2007a, 2007b) (=phenotype Y) versus general SJS in Chinese(Chunget al., 2004) (=phenotype X) given
an understanding of ethnic differences in allele frequencies in healthy individuals. Given comparable controls
between phenotype X and Y, (C1 − c1) measures the absolute differences in typicality or variability between the
case populations of phenotypes Y and X (cf. phenotype subtraction over genetic features - see Pirmohamedet al.
(2007) page 1691 Figure S15). Differences between profile moments (D1 − d1), and (F1 − f1) follow similarly.
For X = Y, (a1,1+A1,1

2
) or (d1+D1

2
) represent meta-analytical summaries across studies.

space ofQh is the same as the column space ofS. Now, consider the system of equations:
Qhy = x. This system is solvable if and only ifx is in the column space ofS and hence of
X. In this case, there are an infinite number of solutions but the solution of minimum length
is unique. Ifx is not in the column space ofX then we look for a solution minimising the
least squares error function LSEF =‖Qhy − x‖2. Using singular value decomposition (SVD)

we can expressX as X = V

[

Σ 0
0 0

]

UT whereV is a N x N orthogonal matrix (a set of

orthonormal ’output’ basis vector directions forX), andU is a p x p orthogonal matrix (a
set of orthonormal ’input’ or ’analysing’ basis vector directions forX). Σ = diag(σi) where
σ1 ≥ σ2... ≥ σr, the non-zero eigenvalues ofXT X (or equivalentlyXXT ) being arranged in
descending order (a set of scalar ’gain controls’ by which each corresponding input is multiplied
to give a corresponding output). The columns ofU are the corresponding eigenvectors ofXT X

(aka right singular vectors). The columns ofV are the corresponding eigenvectors ofXXT (aka

left singular vectors). Then,S = V

[

Σ2 0
0 0

]

V T , Qh = V

[

Σ 0
0 0

]

V T and the value ofy that

minimises LSEF isy∗ = V

[

Σ−1 0
0 0

]

V T x. DefineV1 as the first r columns ofV . The rank of

V1 = r ≪ N . δ∗ = Σ−1V T
1 x are the co-ordinates ofy∗ with respect to eigenvectorsv1, v2, ...vr

for plotting. Defining the pseudo-inverse (Rao, 1973) ofQh asQ+
h = V

[

Σ−1 0
0 0

]

V T then

y∗ = Q+
h x and this is the min(LSEF) smallest 2-norm solution. The vector x+

c = QhQ
+
h x is

the orthogonal projection ofx onto the column space ofQh and hence to the column space of
X, and, the vectorr = x − Qhy

∗ = (I − QhQ
+
h )x is the projection ofx onto the subspace

orthogonal to the column space ofQh (and hence orthogonal to the column space ofX). Then
XT r = 0 andx = x+

c + r (Figure 1 Top Right).

If we define the columns of the measured feature matrix to correspond only to thecontrols, then
solve as above and apply to all subjects, the transformationfrom x → y i.e. y = Q+

h x has the
effect of ’control’ smoothing (Figure 1 Middle Left) the ’input’ signalsx due to the fact thatQ+

h
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Figure 1: Top Left: Histogram of inter-individual pair-wise difference in Measure M fromlbf s for cases, controls
and overall in Pirmohamedet al. (2007). White bars = Cases, Black bars = Controls, Grey bars =Overall. Y
axis at zero.∼ = ’indicative of’. Controls are more compact - indicative ofsmallere∗1 in Table 1 Upper. Cases
are more dispersed - indicative of largerd∗1 in Table 1 Upper. Small size of study (Pirmohamedet al., 2007)
mirrored by small size off1 (dotted). Increased spread overall indicative off∗

1 and presence of case-control
genetic differences. Top Right: Geometric illustration that x+

c is in the column space ofX and the residualr is
orthogonal to the column space ofX . Middle Left: Profile of study divergence over all subjects for each SNP (ci

in Table 1 Upper) in Pirmohamedet al. (2007) before and after control subspace smoothing using all eigenvalues.
Upper trace in each panel is mean over individuals, lower trace in each panel is mean minus one standard deviation
over individuals (i.e.E[ci]−

√

V ar[ci]). SNP order along chromosomes. Middle Centre: Plot of the norms of the
projection of the cases and controls onto thecontrolcolumn space ofX and onto the subspace orthogonal toX for
Pirmohamedet al. (2007) showing case heterogeneity having removed control LD. Controls on the x axisare in
the control subspace. Vertical axis represents an LD-adjusted genetic distance for each individual. Middle Right:
lbf profile for case 25 before and after controlLD−1/2 smoothing using all eigenvalues. Noticeably ’spiky’ profile
is original data. Note positive concerted smoothed signal for SNPs 80-100 in this individual. Bottom Left: Plot of
the norms of the projection of the cases and controls onto thecontrol column space ofX and onto the subspace
orthogonal toX for Pirmohamedet al. (2007) for first 40 eigenvalues/vectors only (≡ 85% of variation). Note
still separation of cases and controls. Controls (circled)are no longer quite planar in the original control subspace.
Bottom Centre: Elements of high and low values of the matrixScnS+

ca joined by horizontal lines. Only 14 SNPs
show appreciable differences in covariation between the cases and controls. Bottom Right: Plot of the norms of
the projection of the cases and controls onto thecontrolcolumn space ofX and onto the subspace orthogonal toX

for Pirmohamedet al. (2007) after removal of 14 SNPs with subjectively extreme values ofScnS+
ca. LD disparities

between the groups have little impact on case-control distinction.
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tries to equalize the variations of the transformed data along orthogonal directions of maximum
variance (≡ removal ofcontrol LD and sampling stochastics). The length of the residual‖r‖2

for any casevectorx ∈ RN can tell us how far the particular case is from thecontrol sub-
space (i.e. a control LD-adjusted genetic distance, Figure1 Middle Centre). Individual profiles
can be smoothed (see case 25 in Figure 1 Middle Right) to remove the pattern of control LD.
We can even approximateX by X(k) whereX(k) = Σk

i=1σiν
(i)u(i)T andk ≤rank(X). Then

MinB‖X − B‖2 = ‖X − X(k)‖2 = σk+1, rank(B)=k and‖X‖2 = Supz 6=0
‖Xz‖2

‖z‖2

. Then in the

reduced (k) subspace,S(k) = V
(k)
1 Σ2

kV
(k)T
1 , Q

(k)
h = V

(k)
1 ΣkV

(k)T
1 , Q

(k)+
h = V

(k)
1 Σ−1

k V
(k)T
1 and

y(k)∗ = Q
(k)+
h x. Using such a subset of eigenvalues and eigenvectors (Figure 1 Bottom Left) for

projection shows that inter-group subspace differences donot depend greatly upon fine distinc-
tions captured by small ’noise’ components. Smoothing by modest control LD decomposition
(i.e. approximate standardisation) can be sufficient. Of course marker covariation (LD) may be
different between cases and controls. So, defineΛ = ScnS+

ca whereScn is the marker covari-
ance matrix for controls andS+

ca is the (generalised) inverse of the marker covariance matrix for
cases. The high and low values inΛ will, in a unit-less way, subjectively assess any difference
in second-order patterns. This is where one would expect a strong case-control signal. For study
Pirmohamedet al. (2007), Figure 1 Bottom Centre shows that only 14 out of the 219 SNPs have
high or low extreme values ofΛ. Removing these (as a ’strawman’) and re-projecting on the
control sub-space shows that the essential separation in subspaces is retained i.e. there is little
appreciable difference to the case-control subspace distinction (Figure 1 Bottom Right). These
14 SNPs are not important for smoothing. The subspace distinction is everywhere in the profile.
Standardisation by adjusting for the large scale control LDpattern can be sufficient.
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